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Abstract. In this paper we describe an early stage prototype of a system
for information resource management in an agent-based virtual organization. We focus our work on support for human resource adaptability (e.g.
knowledge, skills) as a tool for assisting project managers. In the proposed
approach, a virtual organization is functionalized in terms of roles played
by agents, while organization structure and information flow are represented in terms of agent-agent and agent-human interactions. Finally, all
resources (e.g. workers, skills, training resources, etc.) are ontologically
demarcated, and information is semantically processed. Discussion of organizational needs is followed by the outline of the system. Finally, basic
capabilities of the implemented prototype are illustrated.
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1.

Introduction

Development of new ICT technologies often influences provisioning of information needed to support workers in an organization. Among recent promising
technologies, one can identify software agents [22], as well as ontologies and
semantic data processing [13]. In this work, we consider how an organization
can combine them to provide workers with the needed Information Resources
(IR) 5 . In the proposed approach a real-world organization is modeled in terms
of identified roles played by various entities within it. These roles are then
represented by software agents. Furthermore, the organizational hierarchy is
mapped into (hierarchical) relationships between agents, while the information
5

Let us remark that the abbreviation IR stands for Information Resource, not for Information Retrieval, as it is often used elsewhere
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flow within an organization is conceptualized in terms of agent-agent (and, possibly, agent-human) message exchanges. In this way we follow, conceptually,
the main tenets of the Gaia methodology for agent system development [36].
Furthermore, in the proposed approach, all resources are ontologically demarcated (e.g. workers, articles, courses, books, projects, tasks, etc.), and information is semantically processed. Although in this paper, we focus only on issues
involved in delivery of a class of Information Resources, presented results can
be naturally extended to involve other resources, by modifying the ontology and
the communication patterns. Note that, first, the proposed approach is in line
with the vision for development of systems combining agents and semantic data
processing, outlined in the seminal paper by J. Hendler [20]. Second, it follows
the guidelines for agent system development proposed in [27]. There, a well
presented argument supports the claim that to achieve progress in use of agent
system in the real world, various approaches have to be tried and practically
experimented with, to be able to gain the necessary experience.
Let us start with an overview of organizational adaptability that provides the
use cases for the system prototype.

1.1.

Adaptability in an organization—brief overview

Let us consider a Virtual Organization (VO; [5, 9, 10, 14, 19, 34]), where workers
need to access various Information Resources to complete their tasks/projects.
Obviously, access to resources should be (a) adaptive, matching the specific
projects that the workers are involved in at a given moment, and changing with
the project (as it evolves), and (b) personalized, different workers, depending on
their knowledge, experience, and assigned task(s), require access to different
resources (and their needs also change over time).
For instance, assume that two workers (W1 and W2) are a part of a team
designing and implementing a knowledge management portal, combined with
a dedicated mobile application. Here, worker W1 who is designing and implementing the back-end of the system (which is based on the Oracle database)
needs different resources than her colleague (W2) preparing a dedicated frontend application geared for mobile operating systems (iOS, Android, and Windows Phone). However, because the new version of the Windows Phone system differs considerably from its previous versions, worker W2 needs additional
resources to complete her job (e.g. she may need training modules related to
working with the new Windows Phone API). Separately, if a graphics / Web interface specialist (worker W3) is added to the team, to create an application
layout for the mobile devices (with much smaller screens), he may also need
extra IRs to complete his task (e.g. he may need to extend his knowledge about
most common screen resolution on mobile devices, including some technical
details, like screen contrasts, or just an information about layout usability for the
small screens).
In this example, the following situations of interest can be identified:
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– Decision, made by the management of the organization, about acceptance /
rejection of a project is based on availability of workers with given skills,
whose schedule is such that they can participate in the project.
– Some workers, who have been selected to participate in the project, need
extra training (access to IR’s) to be ready when the project starts (worker
W2).
– During the project, some workers need extra training (access to IR’s) to
improve their skills (worker W3).
Note that, in this work, we use terms training and Information Resources
rather broadly (and somewhat informally). Specifically, by training we mean access to various types of IR’s that can improve knowledge of the worker, while
the term Information Resource includes both e-learning modules and publications.
The above listed situations represent cases of, broadly understood, adaptability taking place within a system (for more details, see [8, 18]). They can be
divided into two orthogonal groups. First, we can observe institutional and individual adaptability. Here, if workers with appropriate skills (and/or schedule)
cannot be found, they have to be hired and/or trained, representing the general case of institutional adaptability. Obviously, an organization may select to
not to adapt, and reject a possible project. At the same time, worker who is
being trained, or provided with an IR (e.g. a book) learns, and this represents
the case of individual adaptability (i.e. her/his skills change). Second, we can
distinguish reactive and proactive adaptability. Here, the reactive adaptability
means that the IR provisioning occurs in response to a specific situation (e.g.
during a project a need for extra resource(s) is recognized; as in the case of
worker W3, above). At the same time, if we assume that training of worker W2
takes place before the project starts (the organization recognizes the need to
train its developers in the use of the new API of the operating system that they
will work with), this would represent the case of proactive adaptability.
Let us observe that, from the point of view of functionalities planned for the
prototype, the proactive and the reactive adaptability resemble each other very
closely. As soon as it is established that there exists a gap between the needed
and the existing skills, the system should proceed in exactly the same way.
First, the gap has to be assessed, on a case-by-case basis. Second, appropriate IRs (assumed to help closing this gap) should be found and delivered
to the worker. Therefore, at this stage, we have concentrated our attention on
the reactive scenario (leaving the proactive one for the future). Let us therefore
describe, in some details, the two use cases that follow from the above general example, and provide foundation for the development (and testing) of the
system prototype.
1.2.

Use case scenarios

Scenario 1: Project Acceptance Decision. Let us assume that a new project
is considered by an organization. Let us also assume that, after an initial analysis, this project is specified through: (a) set of required tasks, (b) set of skills
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required by workers to complete these tasks, and (c) time constraints on each
task. To be able to decide whether to accept the project, these requirements
are matched against human resources available in the organization. Here, the
following constraints are considered: (i) “schedule-availability” of workers within
the organization, (ii) their individual skills, and (iii) possibility to hire extra workers (if needed).
After the initial analysis, project specification is send to the selected Project
Manager (PM) who will assess whether it is possible to complete it. For each
task, the PM seeks Workers with appropriate skills and schedule. In our current approach, such assessment is based on PM ↔ Worker interactions. Here,
Workers assess their own skills and schedule against the proposed task(s) and
send responses to the PM. In the case when the Worker would need additional
knowledge to accomplish a given task, (s)he looks for suitable IR(s). Depending on their availability and time needed to acquire knowledge, a positive or a
negative response is send to the PM.
Upon receiving responses, the PM checks if all tasks can be covered by the
available Workers. When some tasks cannot be assigned to the Workers available in the organization, the PM asks the Human Resource Manager (HRM) to
try to hire employees with needed skills and availability. If such Worker(s) can
be hired, the HRM “sends them” to the PM. When all tasks within the project
have assigned Workers, the PM accepts the project. Next, she confirms assigned tasks to the selected Workers. In the case when one or more tasks are
left without assigned Worker, the PM is forced to reject the project.
Scenario 2: Employee Support. Let us now assume that a team is working
on a project. At some moment during that time, one of Workers (e.g. W3 in
the example above) faces a problem that she never encountered before. Obviously, she starts to look for information to solve this problem. She can look for
someone that was dealing with a similar problem (by asking fellow Workers—
W1 and W2, posting request on mailing list/forum, or search in the Internet).
There, she may find solutions that are too complex for her, because they assumed that the person that will use them possessed higher level of knowledge.
Other resources can, in turn, cover the issue on such an introductory level that
they will be a waste of her time (they will cover topics that she is already familiar with). Thus, the need for personalized support for each Worker arises. The
system should be able to provide Workers with needed IR(s) as a reaction to
their needs.
Note that, the proactive scenario is very similar to the one described above.
The only difference is in the fact that the decision to expand knowledge arises
(proactively) on the basis of predicted future needs. Thus the differentiation
between them belongs to a different (meta) level of the worker support system.
1.3.

Related work

Information management with utilization of agent technology is not a new idea.
There are many published works related to this topic (see, for instance, [8–10,
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14, 17, 18, 31]), but most of them focus only on theoretical discussion how such
systems can benefit from agent technology, and provide the initial design of
such system (possibly including some suggestions concerning its implementation). Specifically, they discuss how organization can be transformed to the
form that actually can be used in agent systems, with ontologically demarcated
Information Resources. They consider how to map the needed resources to the
missing skills. For instance, in [30] authors’ discuss various methods of ontological matchmaking (understood as matching instances within a single ontology)
an propose their own approach. However, this novel approach has not been
tested in a realistic application.
In [25] authors present a platform that was designed during the EU project
“Platform for Organizationally Mobile Public Employees” (project Pellucid). Main
goal of this project was to create adaptable platform for assisting organizationally mobile employees. Such platform was to improve organization effectiveness
and efficiency by formalizing, recording, and storing information about experience and knowledge, and allowing easy access to such data in a mobile environment. The proposed system was to combine software agents and semantic
data processing. Unfortunately, as in case of so many other similar projects,
after the end of EU-funding the promising research has stopped.
Another approach worthy mentioning was presented in [24]. In his thesis,
author discuses use of ontology based knowledge representation in multi-agent
systems. Author focuses on the issue how to create stronger connection between those two with utilization of the semantic web. Again, the research does
not seem to be continued after completion of the thesis.
In Poland, between 2005 and 2007, there existed (sponsored by the Polish
government) project called WKUP (eng. Virtual Public Service Consultant; [6]).
The goal of this project was to create interactive, personalized platform to support citizens in finding assistance how to deal with tasks required by various
administrative processes. The support was to be based on ontological representation of knowledge about the Polish legal system. Specifically, the WKUP
system was to be able to understand questions in natural language, use ontologies describing domain of public administration, and be able to cooperate with a
semantic registry of public services based on the UDDI (Universal Description
Discovery and Integration) specification. Even though the initial prototype has
been developed around 2007, the project has been later abandoned [12].
Overall, while many publications consider the idea of combining software
agents and semantic data processing to support workers in a Virtual Organization, in most cases only initial stages of system design have been completed,
and promising prototypes have been abandoned (e.g. due to the lack of continued funding).

2.

System overview

As stated above, the aim of our work was to develop a prototype system supporting autonomous IR provisioning in a Virtual Organization. This system should
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automatically detect Worker needs, and attempt at provisioning targeted IRs.
One of key assumptions is that the system will be agent-based, and will use
semantic data processing. Following the ideas discussed in [31, 17], we have
decided that each Worker in the organization will be supported by her/his personal Worker Agent, which will represent her/his interests in the system. The
Worker Agent is a form of a Personal Agent, idea of which was proposed for
the first time by P. Maes in [26]. Furthermore, a number of auxiliary, agents will
be added to the system. These agents will facilitate roles that either can be fulfilled autonomously (without need for human intervention), or will emulate roles
that, in an actual organization, are typically fulfilled by humans supported by
their Worker Agents. Based on these assumptions, in the context of the above
presented example, and the two use case scenarios (that define the scope of
our initial work), in Fig. 1 we present the AML use case of the system (for more
details about AML, see [11]).

Fig. 1. AML Use case—functionality of the system

Let us now describe most important features of the proposed system in
some detail.
2.1.

Agents in the system

Let us start with a brief discussion of agents and their roles (see, Fig. 1). For
the initial system prototype, supporting use cases described in section 1.2, we
have designed and implemented the following agents:
– Personal Agent (PA); an artificial meta-name for a group of agents controlled by human user. An instance of such agent is provided to each Worker
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in the VO. The PA supports: Workers in a form of Worker Agent (WA);
Project Managers, as the Project Manager Agents; and E-learning System
Administrators as the Moodle Administrator Agents.
– Resource Agent (RA); auxiliary autonomous agents that can play the following roles in the system:
• Human Resource Manager Agent (HMRA), which emulates the situation in which a human HRM would be supported by an extended version
of the WA (prepared to support the HRM activities); in our system, due
to its limited scope, this role is emulated (completed autonomously).
• Publication Resources Manager Agent PRMA), which is interfacing with
the Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP; [32]),
• Training Resource Manager Agent (TRMA), which is responsible for
providing the system-side interface to the e-learning platform,
• E-learning Platform Manager Agent (EPMA), which provides the platformside interface to the e-learning platform (here, it is assumed that multiple e-learning platforms are located “somewhere within the Internet”
and thus both sides—system and platform—have to be represented by
separate agents – rather than having a single platform-side agent that
would be contacted directly from the system).
Let us summarize agents and their roles in the form of the AML Role Diagram, in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Agent’s roles hierarchy

2.2.

Information Resources

Let us now consider the Information Resources that are needed to complete
the use case scenarios described in section 1.2. In the current system prototype we have introduced two types of resources: (i) training resources, and
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(ii) publication resources. The training resources comprise online courses supplied for the Worker training. The publication resources are publications that
provide the needed information.
As stated above, in addition to software agents, we will use semantic data
processing. Therefore, both types of IRs have been demarcated using a simplistic ontology, which was designed to support selected functionalities of the
prototype. Let us now look in some detail into the use of ontology in our system.

2.3.

Ontology in the system

When designing our prototype we were faced with decisions concerning development and use of ontologies. For instance, we could have used the existing
ontologies, e.g. the Dublin Core [1] for demarcation of publication resources,
and adapt the VO ontology found in [33, 29, 23] to describe the organization.
However, first, this would still leave us us with 0the need to develop an ontology
of training resources. Second, combining the Dublin Core, the VO ontology and
the training resource ontology is a research task in its own right, likely resulting in a rather large and complex combined ontology. Third, we were not able
to locate a mainstream e-learning platform that would be ontology enabled.
Overall, focusing on ontologies, would postpone implementation of the system,
which would contradict our main goal—development and experimentation with
a working prototype (see, also [27]). Therefore, we have decided to develop our
own simplistic ontology and use it in the prototype. In Fig. 3 we present the
overall structure of this ontology.

Fig. 3. Ontology design (C - Concept, P - Predicate, A - Action)
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Here, the central concept is the Resource. For the prototype, we have decided to focus on the field of information technology, as conceptualized by the
Association for Computing Machinery Computing Classification System [7]. The
Skill concept consists of two parts. The name of the discipline, and a value from
the interval (0, 100), which indicates the skill-level. Note that the Skill class is the
only one used in both the Resource and the Worker modules (see, section 3).
The Resource concept describes the Information Resources as well as Human Resource. It is used mostly in communication between the Worker Agents
and the Resource Module. It contains the main Resource class, the implementation of the Concept interface, and three child classes: the Training Resource,
the Publication Resource and the Worker. The Worker class stores the information about Worker’s skills (implemented as the Skill concept). The Skill concept
establishes connection between the Worker and the Task concepts, as well as
between the Worker concept and the LearningAcion action.
In case of concepts TrainingInformation and PublicationResource these classes
store specific information about those IRs, like author, title and publisher, for the
publication resources, or names, localization and cost for participating in the
course, for the Training Resources. In this structure, thanks to the inheritance,
subclasses could use the Resource class in all messages for all IRs. Note that
the only place where there is a need to distinguish between the different IRs is
when the Worker Agent displays found resources to the Worker. In other words,
within the system both forms of Information Resources are processed exactly
in the same way, only in the user interface they are distinguished.
There exists also an artificial class called Sender. It was created because,
despite the fact that the FIPA message envelope contains information about the
sender of the message, when the request for resources from the Worker Agent
is forwarded (by the Resource Manager Agent) to the Training Resource Manager Agent (or to the Publication Resource Manager Agent), the sender of the
request has to be preserved in order to be able to return the found resources
to the proper Worker Agent. Such requests are implemented using the AgentAction class FindResourceAction. This class contains information about the
sender, and a list of topics that should be covered by the returned resources.
This list is stored as a list of Resource objects, with the skill field assigned. As an
answer to the request, represented by the FindResourcesAction, the Resource
Module sends the ResourceListPredicate class, which implements the Predicate interface. This class is used as a facade for the list of found Resources.
This is done, because the JADE framework does not allow sending the Concept
implementations directly. They have to be wrapped in an Action or a Predicate.
The second part of the ontology is used to describe the Worker. This module focuses on the project, by describing Workers, tasks within project, skills
possessed by the Workers and required for tasks, the project itself and actions that can be performed. Those objects are used mostly in communication
between the Worker Agent and the Project Manager Agent. The two main, separated, concepts are the Project and the Worker classes. The first describes
the actual project, in terms of name, list of tasks (understood as a “to do” list;
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e.g. creating a database, or designing application layout for a mobile device),
available time (here, we have decided to use the standard man-hours), and
the information if this project is to be considered to be within the scope of a
proactive or a reactive scenario (i.e. if it is a project for the future, or if it is a
project that the organization has committed to). The Worker class stores basic
information about the employee, like: first name, last name, list of skills of the
represented person. This section contains also two implemented Predicates,
called the WorkerPrediacte and the TaskWorkerPredicate. The first predicate
is used in the transport of the Worker concept (for the same reasons as mentioned earlier for the ResourceListPredicate). The TaskWorkerPredicate has a
more complex job to do. It contains the Task and the Worker concepts, to be
used in the communication process, and parameters defining how well skills
of a given Worker match skills required for completing a specific Task. Here,
we use simple metrics, based on the assessment of how many skills were on
the exactly right level, how many above, and how many below the required skill
level (for a given task). Additionally, the system stores the number of skill levels
that are above the requirements, and number of those skills that did not fulfill
the requirements.
To send requests, three implementations of the Action interface are used.
The WorkerGenerationAction is used by the Project Manager Agent, when it
decides that a new employee has to be hired. It contains the Task concept,
because such decision is made when some of the tasks, in the specific project,
are not assigned (and cannot be assigned to the currently employed workers).
Thus, a new Worker should be hired to complete this task. The remaining two
actions are connected by the base-child class relation. The base class, called
the LearningAction, stores the list of Skills levels of which the recipient (Worker
Agent) must improve, and/or list of brand new Skill(s) to be acquired. The child
class is called TaskAssignmentAction, and stores the Task that is assigned to
this Worker Agent. We decided to create such relation, because, sometimes,
when the Project Manager Agent assigns a Task to a particular Worker Agent,
a given Worker must learn something new or increase knowledge in one of
already possessed Skills, while at other times learning activities are required
without assigning any task.

3.

Implementation details

As a result of the technical requirements analysis, completed in [28], we have
selected the following technologies to implement the initial system prototype.
– All agents within the system are written in Java using the JADE framework [2], with addition of the log4j framework [3], used for the error logging
purpose. During the actual implementation process, we used Java version
1.6.0 22. The runtime environment was provided by the standard Oracle
Java Virtual Machine.
– For storing data used to describe the training resources, the MySQL database
engine was used.
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– As the e-learning platform we have selected the Moodle Platform [4]. It is
an open source Learning Management System. While Moodle is written in
PHP we decided not to connect with it through its web interface, but created
a dedicated agent connected directly to the Moodle database. Note that
this design decision follows the basic principles of agent system design,
where software agents provide the basic abstraction for design modularity
and component encapsulation (see, also [21]).
– The MySQL server and the Apache server, required to host the Moodle
platform, were provided by the XAMPP version 1.7.3.
– Information retrieved from the Training Resource Database and the DBLP,
for further use by different agents, was described using ontology created
using the Ontology Bean convention (see, section 2.3 for more details).

Lest us make a comment concerning the last decision. One of the weaknesses of the JADE agent platform is its limited ability to deal with ontologies.
As a matter of fact, at the time of working on our prototype the only reasonable
way to combine JADE agents and ontologies was by representing ontologies as
Java classes. Therefore, we have decided to implement our simplistic ontology
directly into Java classes using the Ontology Beans (without the OWL demarcation). It is only now that we have developed a JADE add-on that allows agents
communicate using OWL snippets (see, [35] for more details). This will allow us
to actually use OWL ontologies directly, in the next release of the system.

Fig. 4. System modules design
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Let us now look in more details into the overall structure of the system and
the implemented modules, which have been represented in Fig. 4.
3.1.

Resource Module

Let us start with the Resource Module. It deals with all aspects of searching and
obtaining different Information Resources, including managing databases, and
e-learning platforms. It was divided into the following sub-modules: the Publication Resource module, the Training Resource module, and the Connector.
Here, the Connector consists of the Resource Manager Agent, which connects the Resource Module and the Employee Module. On the setup it starts
two cyclic behaviors that are responsible for periodically refreshing the list of
available Publication/Training Resource Manager Agents. This is achieved by
asking the JADE Directory Facilitator (DF ) for the list of such agents. All requests from the Worker Agent (to search for the IRs), received by the Resource Manager Agent, are copied into identical messages send to the Training
Resource module and the Publication Resource module. Each of these messages contains added information about the original sender. Next, the Resource
Manager Agent awaits responses from all specialized Resource Managers and
merges answers received from them into a single ResourceList object. Here
the inheritance relation between the Resource and the PublicationResource,
as well as the TrainingResource, is used. The resulting list is forwarded to the
proper Worker Agent (identified through the Sender object included in the message). In this way, the Employee Module is not (and does not have to be) aware
about possible sources of Information Resources (which, therefore, can be dynamically added/removed, with only localized changes in the systems).
The Training Resource module is responsible for managing content of the elearning platform—in our case the Moodle Platform—and searching for courses
matching the requested topics. It is composed of three agents: (i) E-learning
Platform Manager Agent, (ii) Training Resource Manager Agent and, human
controlled, (iii) Moodle Administrator Agent. The E-learning Platform Manager
Agent is directly connected to the database of the Moodle Platform and is responsible for translating requests received from the Moodle Administrator Agent
to the SQL queries, and executing them. On the startup, in addition of the standard setup, this agent establishes connection with the database (using data
retrieved from a file). Such solution allows developers to create different configuration for different Moodle Platforms by starting multiple instances of the same
agent. Note that, during system development, we used the standard Java JDBC
method to interface the database.
The Moodle Administrator Agent is a user-driven agent. It has two cyclic
behaviors. First, it is responsible for updating the list of available Moodle Platforms (by periodically asking the JADE Directory Facilitator about agents that
advertise themselves as agents interfacing the Moodle Platforms). The second
cyclic behaviour looks for existing Training Resources Manager Agents. The remaining behaviors are triggered by user actions and deal with: (1) creating a
new Moodle User Account, (2) selecting a Moodle User Account, (3) updating a
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Moodle User Account, (4) deleting a Moodle User Account, (5) creating a new
Moodle Course, (6) selecting a Moodle Course, (7) updating a Moodle Course,
and (8) deleting a Moodle Course.
The last agent of the Training Resource module is the Training Resource
Manager Agent. On setup, it connects to an auxiliary course database, created
to speed-up the searching process and to lower the cost of communication
between the system and the Moodle Platform. This course database allows
also for a single Training Resources Manager Agent to handle more than one
e-learning platform and/or different types of them. It contains description sof
available courses in a format corresponding to the ontology of training resources
(see, Fig. 5, for more details).

Fig. 5. Training Resource Database

When searching for the Training Resources concerning a given subject (identified by the Skill name) the Training Resource Manager Agent looks in the SkillDictionary table for the ID of such Skill and then creates a query that will return
all IR that cover the selected topic(s) and has the Skill level above the received
requirement. This means that, after attending a specific e-course, worker should
obtain the corresponding knowledge. All courses found as a result of the query,
are send back to the Resource Manager (without any knowledge to whom they
will be forwarded to). Next, the Resource Manager Agent forwards them to the
requesting Worker Agent.
In the system prototype, the second source of the Information Resources is
the Publication Resource module. Currently, it contains only one agent, which is
responsible for communicating with the DBLP database. However, in the future,
it is planned (and it is a natural extension of the proposed system design) to add
additional agents that will facilitate information from other / additional sources.
Here, the keywords (Skill names) received from the Worker Agent are transformed into an appropriate query-string, and executed on the DBLP interface.
The received response is parsed from the HTML code, and filtered using the
Skill level parameter (to select these resources that are actually needed). Next,
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it is stored in the ResourceList. If required, the ResourceList may be trimmed
to the requested length (note that the query to the DBLP—as well as to any
other data source—may return hundreds of responses). Next, the ResourceList
is send back to the requesting Worker Agent.
3.2.

Employee module

The second specialized module is the Employee Module, which is composed
of three agents: (a) Project Manager Agent, (b) Worker Agent, and (c) Human
Resource Manager Agent. The last agent is completely autonomous, while the
first two require human interactions (at least in the current design of the system).
The Human Resource Manager Agent emulates functions of a human HRM,
supported by an appropriate Worker Agent. Its only role is to fetch (from a file)
a list of “not hired workers” and, when requested, search for a workers with
needed skills. This is to emulate situation when the PM finds out that she needs
to hire extra workers to complete the project and requests help from the HRM.
The Worker Agent supports the Worker and represents her/him in the system. It stores the Worker profile and, if appropriate, the Task objects representing tasks currently assigned to its owner. This is the only agent (in this
module) that communicates with the Resource Manager Agent, to ask for Information Resources. This behavior can be triggered manually by the Worker, or
autonomously during the project management process. It is facilitated by creating a list of needed Skills. This list is send to one, or more, Resource Manager
Agents. On demand, this agent can send the list of Skills of its Worker (owner),
to the Project Manager Agent, so that it can be used in the task-worker matching process (using data as actual as possible). Furthermore, the WA responds
to the queries from the Project Manager Agent, asking which tasks, stored in
the Project predicate object, can be completed by the Worker. Second, it accepts the information that its Worker was assigned a task, and appropriately
modifies her/his profile (availability schedule).
Note that, in the case when a “not hired” employee receives a message containing an information that a task was assigned to it, it changes its registration
type, in the JADE Directory Facilitator, from “not hired” to “hired.”
The last agent in this module is the Project Manager Agent. As a matter
of fact, this is a PA extended with the project management related capabilities
(see, also [15, 17, 16]). This agent is responsible, first, for communication between the “outside world” and the system. Here, it accepts the Project objects,
representing projects to be dealt with. It also communicates with the Human Resource Manager Agent and the Worker Agents (representing potential project
workers). On the startup, it initiates two cyclic behaviors responsible for updating the list of available Human Resource Manager Agents, and the list of hired
Worker Agents. This is done by cyclically asking the JADE DF for the current list
of such agents. Currently, the Project Manager Agent handles project management from the moment of receiving a new project, to sending assigned tasks
to the selected Worker Agents, or to declining its completion (due to the lack of
resources / workers).
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3.3.

Matchmaking in the system

While in [30] a complex method for ontological matchmaking was proposed,
here we decided for a more simplistic approach. As stated above (sections 2.3,
and 3), we have deliberately elected to apply a very simple, Java class-based
ontology; rather than a full blown OWL-based one (similar to that discussed
in [17]). This being the case, at current stage of system design, applying complex ontological matchmaking would make no sense.
The implemented matchmaking aims at minimizing the gap between the
needed and the existing skills. It assigns Workers to Tasks by picking an employee with the skill-level at least as high as that required by the task. The
assessment of the skill-level is done independently by each Worker Agent, and
is coordinated by the Project Manager Agent. The Workers that do not match
the needed Skill set, can be (self)assigned to the training activities that should
remove the gap and allow them to complete the task. In the process of establishing if the Worker can complete the task, the current schedule of the Worker,
the time needed to accomplish the task, and (if necessary) the time of completion of the needed training activities are jointly taken into account. Matchmaking
is also used by the Human Resource Manager Agent to find the best Workers
to be hired, in the case that a project needs them. Agents that use the matchmaking engine include: the Project Manager Agent, the Worker Agent, and the
Human Resource Manager Agent.

4.

Experimental evaluation

Let us now illustrate work of our prototype, using a sample scenario that matches
the first use case, discussed in section 1.2. Let us assume that the execution environment contains the followings units: single instances of Project Manager Agent, Resource Manager Agent, Publication Resources Manager Agent,
Training Resource Manager Agent, Human Resource Manager Agent, and five
Worker Agents, three employees (WA1, WA2, WA3), with the following skills:
Oracle back-end developer, front-end mobile platforms developer, and graphics / web designer. Furthermore, we have two workers in the pool managed
by the Human Resource Manager Agent (WA4 and WA5), both graphics /
web designers. Here, recall that the Human Resource Manager Agent emulates the process of hiring additional employees. The Publication Resources
Manager Agent and the Training Resource Manager Agent are connected to
their respective sources of Information Resources (DBLP and Moodle). Furthermore, the Training Resource Manager Agent is connected with the Training Resource Database storing information about current course offerings. The
sample project under consideration matches the example presented in section 1.1. It consists of four tasks: T1—implementation of a back-end that uses
an Oracle database, T2—implementation of a mobile application for the iOS,
Android and Windows Phone, T3—performing functional tests, and T4 - creation of the layout of the graphic interface for the new application.
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Let us now assume that the WA1 and the WA2 have skills connected with
the task T1 (and that the WA1 is a better match—more skills satisfy task requirements); however, the WA2 also can be assigned to complete task T2. Furthermore, worker WA3 may execute either task T3 or task T4, but with a skills
preference favoring execution of task T3. Finally, both workers WA4 and WA5
have skills corresponding to tasks T3 and T4 (however, WA5 is a better match
for either one of them). The fact that a worker has skills connected to the task
does not mean that all of the required skills are present. This can also mean
that some of needed skills are not at the required level, or that some of them
are missing (see, also Fig. 6). We will now discuss what is happening when the
project is introduced to the system, from the “point of view” of each major agent
/ module.

Fig. 6. Skills connected to tasks—without skills levels

4.1. Project Manager Agent
From the perspective of the Project Manager Agent, the scenario begins when
it receives a message containing an ontologically described project to manage. As its first activity, the Project Manager Agent refreshes the list of workers
(Worker Agents) available in the organization and, in the considered example,
finds out that these are WA1, WA2 and WA3. Now it can send a call for proposals to all of them, seeking task executors. Upon reception of responses (let us
omit the case of non-responsive WAs) the Project Manager Agent matches proposals to tasks, to select the best Worker Agent for each of them. In our situation, after the matching is completed, the T1 will be preliminarily assigned to the
WA1, T2 to the WA2 and T3 to the WA3; while task T4 will be without a worker
assigned to it. Now, the Project Manager Agent will send a message to the
Human Resource Manager Agent, with a request to hire a new employee that
will match the requirements of task T4. After obtaining information that worker
WA5 should be hired, the Project Manager Agent can change the preliminary
assignment of tasks to the final one (by re-evaluating the available Workers visa-vis the required tasks), and send to appropriate Worker Agents their assigned
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tasks—T1 to WA1, T2 to WA2, T3 to WA5 and T4 to WA3. In this moment this
scenario is completed for the Project Manager Agent; see, also Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 7. Task-worker matching

4.2. Worker Agent
Now let’s consider the Worker Agent perspective (here, we will use the WA2 as
the example). Since all Worker Agents execute the same behaviors, the specific
case of W2 represents the general Worker Agent behavior. Here, our discussion
will need a more detailed set of assumptions. Let us, therefore, assume that the
WA2 has the following skills (called Worker Skills WS; see, Fig. 8): WS1, iOS
skill at level 53, WS2, Android skill at level 61, WS3, Oracle skill at level 67.
The WA2 can, of course, have also other skills, but in this example they will by
irrelevant, so we omit them. The specification of the T1 states that the needed
skills are (Task Skills TS, where Sn in WSn and TmSn denote the same skill n):
T1S3 at level 70; and T2: T2S1 at level 69, T2S2 at level 60 and T2S4, Windows
Phone skill, at level 34.
For each Worker Agent this scenario starts when it receives a message with
a request to perform the individual task matching process. This message can
be sent by the Project Manager Agent or the Human Resource Manager Agent.
However, this is inconsequential for the actions undertaken by the Worker Agent.
Each task will be checked against the Worker skills. In this stage the Worker
Agent can observe that it matches all skills needed for task T1, but it needs to
improve one skill by a small amount (T 1S3−W S3 = −3). In the case of task T2,
one new skill has to be acquired (S4) and one has to be improved by a significant amount (16). To check if it is possible to acquire/improve skills, the Worker
Agent will communicate with the Resource Manager Agent seeking resources
for topics related to S1, S3 and S4. After obtaining the information about appropriate resources, the Worker Agent will create suggestions, which tasks can be
assigned to it. In our case, both the T1 (see, Fig. 9) and the T2 (see, Fig. 10)
will be acceptable. Now, the Worker Agent replies to the Project Manager Agent
with its suggestions, and waits for further requests. This scenario can end with
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no task assigned to the worker (here, WA4), or with a reception of a message
containing assigned task(s), and (if required) list of found IRs (see, Fig. 11).

Fig. 8. Worker skills with levels

Fig. 9. Task assigned to worker with none learning activities to perform

4.3. Human Resource Manager Agent
For the Human Resource Manager Agent the scenario starts when it receives
a message-request, from the Project Manager Agent, to hire a new employee
that could work on the task T4. Work of the Human Resource Manager Agent
consists of comparing skills required for the T4 to skills provided by workers
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Fig. 10. Task assigned to worker with learning activities

Fig. 11. Worker with found resources
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WA4 and WA5. Upon completing such comparison, it decides that WA5 is more
suitable for this task. Therefore, the Human Resource Manager Agent sends a
message with the WA5 contact information and its skills to the Project Manager
Agent.

4.4. Resource Module

Now let us see how this scenario looks from the perspective of the Resource
Module. First, the Resource Manager Agent is contacted by a Worker Agent
(here, agent representing worker WA2) with a request to search for resources
that can improve its skills S1, S3 and S4. It forwards this message to the Training
Resource Manager Agent and to the Publication Resources Manager Agent.
Contact information for both agents is obtained from the JADE Directory Facilitator. The dispatched message contains the list of Skills and an added information that it was the WA2 that originated the query. After obtaining both
answers (again, we omit the case of non-responsive entities) theResource Manager Agent forwards the combined ResourceList back to the WA2.
When processing the request, both the Training Resource Manager Agent
and the Publication Resources Manager Agent work in a very similar way. Here,
the Training Resource Manager Agent, after obtaining request to search for
courses concerning S1, S3 and S4, will search the course database. Suppose
that for skills S1 and S3 there was only a single course available for each of
them, but for skill S4 there were 6. Now the the Training Resource Manager
Agent will trim this number, and selects only a predefined number of courses,
say two. Selection of those two courses is based on the skill level, duration,
and cost of each one of them (see, Fig. 13). The ResponseList (consisting of
courses applicable for each of the three skills) will be send back to the Resource
Manager Agent. At the same time, the Publication Resources Manager Agent
will perform similar actions, but instead of searching the course database it will
build a query that will be passed to the DBLP search engine. Next it will parse
the obtained answer (see, Fig. 12). Finally, the resulting (possibly trimmed) list
of publications will be send back to the WA2, as the ResponseList.
Note that this scenario captures characteristics of both use cases described
in section 1.2. Specifically, the individual support case is subsumed by the
above scenario. The Worker Agent could act not only in response to the message from the Project Manager Agent. It could also work either on request of
its owner, or autonomously (proactively or reactively); in all cases it would be
searching for the needed resources. Thus the use case 1.2, would simply start
from a message send from the Worker Agent to the Resource Manager Agent.
Let us complete our description by the depiction of an actual communication
between the above described JADE agents. This communication was captured
in a running system using the JADE Sniffer Agent, and is represented in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 12. Searching in Digital Bibliography and Library Project—none resources found

Fig. 13. Searching in Training Resources Database—resources found

Fig. 14. Communication process—messages sent in the system—captured by JADE
Sniffer Agent
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5.

Concluding remarks

The aim of the presented work was to describe a prototype of an agent-based
Information Resources provisioning system, facilitating support for workers in
a virtual organization. The implemented prototype consists of agents directly
supporting workers and project managers (interacting with humans), as well as
autonomous agents that facilitate services needed for functioning of the system.
The implemented prototype has been interfaced with the DBLP library (as an
example of publication resource provisioning), and with the Moodle platform (as
an example of e-learning content provisioning).
While the system works with ontologically demarcated resources and semantic information processing, we have select a restricting ontological representation, based on Java classes. This decision was a deliberate one and was
caused by factors outlined in sections 2.3 and 3.
In view of known shortcomings of the initial prototype, we plan to proceed
as follows. First, we will evaluate lessons learned during system development
and testing. Second, we will replace Java class-based ontology by an OWLbased one, and adapt all needed information processing and communication
procedures. Here, we will use our JADE add-on that allows JADE agents to
communicate by sending OWL snippets (without compiling ontologies into Java
classes, see [35]. We will also introduce a newly designed front-end based on
the Play framework (for more details, see [35]. Furthermore, we will expand the
list of sources of Information Resources (both publication and training), to make
the system truly heterogeneous. We will report on our progress in subsequent
publications.
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